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Abstract: Climate change is on the national agenda of Russia due to this country’s contribution
to greenhouse gas emissions and the expected degree of warming and precipitation increase in
its territory. A content analysis of the mission statements of the 100 biggest Russian companies
shows that 18.5% of them deal with environmental issues. About half of the companies that declare
pro-environmental behavior belong to the energy production and transmission industry. It also is
found that more than 30% of all leading hydrocarbon, chemical, and mining companies express
environmental concerns in their mission statements. The main environmental priorities declared by
the top Russian companies include caring for nature, production ecologization, energy efficiency, and
ecological standards. These priorities are related to climate-friendly behavior, but the latter is not
stated directly. Direct consideration of climate change in the mission statements of Russian companies
is recommended.

Keywords: business leader; content analysis; mission statement; pro-environmental behavior;
warming

1. Introduction

Climate change is of utmost importance to modern society [1–7], and pro-environmental
behavior, including climate-friendly actions, can be regarded as an efficient approach to address
this challenge [8–13]. This behavior can be demonstrated by the general public [14–18], selected groups
such as students [19–23], decision-makers [24–27], and business leaders [28–33].

Ideally, the broad public awareness of environmental and climate change problems and/or their
media coverage not only contributes to pro-environmental behavior, but also triggers an acceleration
of public pressure on policy-makers and business leaders to perform more ecologically balanced and
climate-friendly actions (Figure 1). The functioning of such mechanisms is especially important for
such countries as Russia. Russia possesses very rich natural resources, the exploitation of which
provokes both environmental disturbance and greenhouse gas emissions [34–40], on the one hand.
The geographical position of Russia in the northern part of Eurasia and close to the Arctic, where
significant warming is expected, makes it one of the most climate-change-affected countries [2,4],
on the other hand.
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Russia is responsible for ~5% of global carbon dioxide emissions [34]. The century-long increase 

in annual temperatures expected for this country is 2–7 °C, and it is projected to reach 10 °C in the 
Arctic regions (optimistic scenarios also prescribe significant warming); precipitation may increase 
by 10–30%, or even more [4]. This means that the development of pro-environmental behavior is 
very urgent for Russia. Different aspects of this issue have been discussed previously. Anisimova 
and Sadriev [41] found that energy consumption management as a constituent of pro-environmental 
behavior is not typical in the urban population of Russia. Chater [42] considered the positive side of 
Russian behavior in regard to Arctic environments and, particularly, the country’s participation in 
the Arctic Council. Graves et al. [43] realized that the pro-environmental behavior of top managers 
stimulates the same behavior of employees in Russian companies. Hokka et al. [44] found that the 
environmental concerns of youth are very high in Moscow relative to those in some other European 
cities. Kovalev et al. [45] showed that the pro-environmental behavior of the public is able to 
influence decision-making in Russia. Porfiryev [46] argued that responsible energy consumption 
and environmental safety have become aspects of the behavior of modern Russians. A cross-cultural 
analysis permitted Schultz et al. [47] to prove the importance of self-transcendence values for 
environmental concern in Russia and other countries. Soyez [48] proposed that general humanistic 
appeals are able to facilitate an ecocentric approach in Russian society. Waylen et al. [49] concluded 
that the pro-ecological Buddhist teaching in one Russian region facilitated the pro-environmental 
behavior of the public. Finally, Zibenberg et al. [50] found that the behavior of Russian university 
students is linked to biospheric and self-direction values. It is worth adding that the current 
Presidential initiative, namely, the Ecology National Project (a combination of actions and relevant 
funding mechanisms to improve the environmental performance of the country within a few years), 
places environmental priorities among the top priorities of Russia. 

The objective of the present study is the examination of environmental concerns reflected by the 
mission statements of the top Russian companies. Environmental concerns, in this case, are 
understood as company declarations related to nature protection, reduction of greenhouse 
emissions, etc., that are stated officially but voluntary, i.e., they are not just formal statements 
required by the national law or the existing policy practices (in other words, these concerns reflect 
the strategic thoughts of company managers). The two research questions are as follows. First, how 
much do top Russian companies address the environment in their mission statements and which 
issues do they tend to emphasize? Second, is climate change addressed in these statements directly 
or indirectly? To the authors' knowledge, this is the first study of this kind that is focused on Russia. 
Although this paper deals with environment- and climate-related issues, it also examines their 
economic (managerial) aspects and, thus, it follows the general style and methodology of the 
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Russia is responsible for ~5% of global carbon dioxide emissions [34]. The century-long increase in
annual temperatures expected for this country is 2–7 ◦C, and it is projected to reach 10 ◦C in the Arctic
regions (optimistic scenarios also prescribe significant warming); precipitation may increase by 10–30%,
or even more [4]. This means that the development of pro-environmental behavior is very urgent for
Russia. Different aspects of this issue have been discussed previously. Anisimova and Sadriev [41]
found that energy consumption management as a constituent of pro-environmental behavior is not
typical in the urban population of Russia. Chater [42] considered the positive side of Russian behavior
in regard to Arctic environments and, particularly, the country’s participation in the Arctic Council.
Graves et al. [43] realized that the pro-environmental behavior of top managers stimulates the same
behavior of employees in Russian companies. Hokka et al. [44] found that the environmental concerns
of youth are very high in Moscow relative to those in some other European cities. Kovalev et al. [45]
showed that the pro-environmental behavior of the public is able to influence decision-making in Russia.
Porfiryev [46] argued that responsible energy consumption and environmental safety have become
aspects of the behavior of modern Russians. A cross-cultural analysis permitted Schultz et al. [47]
to prove the importance of self-transcendence values for environmental concern in Russia and other
countries. Soyez [48] proposed that general humanistic appeals are able to facilitate an ecocentric
approach in Russian society. Waylen et al. [49] concluded that the pro-ecological Buddhist teaching in
one Russian region facilitated the pro-environmental behavior of the public. Finally, Zibenberg et al. [50]
found that the behavior of Russian university students is linked to biospheric and self-direction values.
It is worth adding that the current Presidential initiative, namely, the Ecology National Project
(a combination of actions and relevant funding mechanisms to improve the environmental performance
of the country within a few years), places environmental priorities among the top priorities of Russia.

The objective of the present study is the examination of environmental concerns reflected by the
mission statements of the top Russian companies. Environmental concerns, in this case, are understood
as company declarations related to nature protection, reduction of greenhouse emissions, etc., that
are stated officially but voluntary, i.e., they are not just formal statements required by the national
law or the existing policy practices (in other words, these concerns reflect the strategic thoughts of
company managers). The two research questions are as follows. First, how much do top Russian
companies address the environment in their mission statements and which issues do they tend to
emphasize? Second, is climate change addressed in these statements directly or indirectly? To the
authors’ knowledge, this is the first study of this kind that is focused on Russia. Although this paper
deals with environment- and climate-related issues, it also examines their economic (managerial)
aspects and, thus, it follows the general style and methodology of the socio-economical literature.
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Theoretically, this study is linked to systems theory and the systems-based approach, which have
important applications in management [51–57]. Particularly, mission statements are instruments of
the interaction of companies and the business environment, and their formulation is one of several
sequential steps toward the implementation of company priorities. Thus, basic principles (the openness
of enterprises and managerial systems and step-by-step managerial actions) are addressed.

2. Materials and Methods

Missions are highly important elements of company strategies that reflect business priorities
set by owners, CEOs, top managers, etc. It is known that these declarations influence real company
performance [58–62]: i.e., these are not ’just words’, but real instruments of strategic management.
Commonly, mission statements are strategic documents, not public relation tools (although they
may function as such, too). This is especially the case for big corporations, often employing
business-to-business models that need well-fixed, professionally developed strategies.

Conceptualization of company missions and the relevant methodological advances were made in
the seminal works by David [63], David and David [64], and Pearce and David [65]. These experts
explained the purposes of missions in the modern world business, standardized the content of mission
statements, and proposed the component-based analysis of these statements. Their developments
formed a solid ground for mission statement analysis as an individual research direction that has
become popular in managerial studies [66,67]. Although various aspects of mission statements are
analyzed by different specialists, many pay attention to the presence of some specific components.
Some words and phrases of a given mission statement, for instance, can be related to markets, while
others are linked to employees, etc. Importantly, the pioneering paper by Pearce and David [65] deals
with environmental issues in mission statements; particularly, these specialists related environmental
statements to the company philosophy. The studies by Baral and Pokharel [68] and Garnett et al. [69]
stress the importance of environmental analysis in strategic management research. It is also clear that
the ’standard’ components of mission statements [65] do not satisfy the needs of such analyses, as all
environmental concerns can be easily attributed to the company philosophy as a principal component.,
Closer attention to the environment-related words and phrases in mission statements is necessary,
if so. A proper methodology can be developed intuitively and tentatively for the purposes of a given
study. Generally, the present paper follows the methodological principles of Pearce and David [65], i.e.,
qualitative analysis of mission statements by searching for ’standard’ components, but it pays attention
to specific, environment-related information and, thus, utilizes specific criteria.

Here, 100 Russian companies with the highest total value [70] are considered, i.e., these are the
national business leaders chosen according to the highest capitalization. The online presence of mission
statements was checked for each of them, and such declarations were found for 81 companies. It should
be stressed that this study focuses on mission statements and not on entire company webpages, which
serve chiefly for public relations purposes. The Russian versions of the mission statements are analyzed
for two reasons. First, not all companies provide their strategic declarations in English. Second, the
Russian versions are original by definition, and their English translations (especially literal) may or
may not mean exactly the same. Regardless, all environment-related words and phrases have been
carefully translated into English.

The content of each mission statement was examined with precision to find evidence of
environment-related concerns. These may be notions (words and phrases) of ecological responsibility,
caring for nature, energy efficiency, eco-innovations, etc. Evidently, these concerns reflect environmental
priorities that should be understood as expressions of the pro-environmental behavior of Russian
business leaders (or, at least, readiness for such behavior). Only companies with environmental
concerns in their mission statements are considered in the present analysis (Table 1). The words and
phrases (or parts of the phrases) relevant to these concerns were specified, extracted, and properly
translated. This state-of-the-art, word-by-word analysis is the ’core’ of the present study. The extracted
information is then summarized, which allows for further case-sensitive categorization of the reported
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environmental concerns. This means the categories are identified intuitively on the basis of the
diversity of the registered environmental notions. The categories are not pre-established, in other
words. Indeed, this does not mean that the basic principle of the content analysis (the use of a priori
analytical categories [71]) is violated. To contrast, the distribution of the established categories by
mission statements is documented, which allows for an understanding of the relative importance of
each type of environmental priority and, thus, for a ’mapping’ of business leaders’ pro-environmental
behavior. The industries to which the considered companies belong are also considered. To avoid any
unintentional violation of the companies’ interest or reputation, all considered mission statements are
treated anonymously.

Table 1. Top Russian companies with environmental components in their mission statements.

Company Industry Place * URL to Mission Statement

Rosneft Hydrocarbons 1 https:
//www.rosneft.ru/docs/report/2017/ru/company/mission.html

Polyus Mining 13 http://polyus.com/ru/sustainability/missiya/

Inter RAO Energy 21 https://www.interrao.ru/upload/doc/Kodeks_korp_etiki.pdf

PhosAgro Chemicals 27 http://www.phosagro.com/about/

Bashneft Hydrocarbons 29 http://www.bashneft.ru/files/iblock/6d6/OUR_2013.PDF

Kazanorgsintez Chemicals 40 https://www.kazanorgsintez.ru/about/missiya-i-strategiya.php

NCSP Transport 45 http://www.nmtp.info/upload/iblock/43f/PPIR.pdf

Mosenergo Energy 54 http://www.mosenergo.ru/d/textpage/de/222/r99_year_2004_
ch2_rus.pdf

Lenenergo Energy 69 https://lenenergo.ru/about/own/mission/

Enel Russia Energy 72 https://www.enelrussia.ru/ru/about-us/our-vision.html

OGK-2 Energy 74 https://www.ogk2.ru/rus/about/

IDGC of Centre and
Volga Region Energy 81 https://mrsk-cp.ru/about/mission_and_strategy/

Kuzbasskaya
Toplivnaya Company Mining 91 http://ktk.company/company/strategy

TNS energo Energy 94 https://corp.tns-e.ru/company/

IDGC of Urals Energy 95 https://www.mrsk-ural.ru/investments-innovations/ims/

Note: * place among top Russian companies by the total cost [70].

3. Results

Considering 81 mission statements of the top Russian companies, only 15 statements (18.5%) bear
environmental components (Table 1). The majority of these companies belong to the group of the 25–100
biggest companies in the country by their total value, and only one company is among the 10 biggest
companies (Table 1). Taken together, this evidence means that environmental concerns and, therefore,
pro-environmental behavior are typical in a relatively narrow circle of Russian business leaders.
However, these companies are national business leaders by definition, and their pro-environmental
behavior can have strong and positive effects on the national business community. Moreover, the
presence of the environmental component in 18.5% of the mission statements of the top Russian
companies seems to be kind of the norm on a global scale. Only 14.8% of S&P 500 companies, for
instance, bear environmental components in their strategic statements [68].

The companies expressing environmental concerns in their mission statements represent five
industries, namely, hydrocarbon production, mining (ore and coal), electric energy production and
transmission, chemical production, and transport (Table 2). The majority of them belong to electric
energy production and transmission (Figure 2). However, one should note that the environmental
component is found in 33% of all top hydrocarbon companies that are among the most valued public
Russian companies [70], 47% of energy companies, 40% of chemical companies, 67% of mining
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http://www.bashneft.ru/files/iblock/6d6/OUR_2013.PDF
https://www.kazanorgsintez.ru/about/missiya-i-strategiya.php
http://www.nmtp.info/upload/iblock/43f/PPIR.pdf
http://www.mosenergo.ru/d/textpage/de/222/r99_year_2004_ch2_rus.pdf
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companies, and 20% of transport companies. This means that pro-environmental behavior is quite
typical in several important industries.
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Figure 2. Distribution of registered environmental concerns by industry.

The environment-related notions in the analyzed mission statements are rather diverse (Table 2).
However, some of them demonstrate a certain similarity and, thus, four categories (topics) can be
delineated, namely, caring for nature, production ecologization (including renewable sources and
ecological safety), energy efficiency, and ecological standards. Many statements deal with only one
topic, although the simultaneous reflection of two or even three topics also is observed (Table 3).
Generally, caring for nature is found in seven statements (47%), product ecologization is registered in
six cases (40%), four statements deal with energy efficiency (27%), and ecological standards are noted
in four cases (27%). Naturally, all notions of energy efficiency are typical in the energy companies,
with only one exception. However, the mission statements in this industry tend to focus more on
ecologization, and hydrocarbon and chemical companies tend to focus on caring for nature (Table 3).
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Table 2. Environment-related content of the considered mission statements.

Company * Industry Words and Phrases Linked to Environmental Concerns and
Translated from the Mission Statements **

A Hydrocarbons [working] “with care of environment”

B Energy [sustainability] “via use of renewable energy sources”

C Energy “environmental protection, achievement of ecological safety of
production process”

D Energy [taking into account] “priorities of energy efficiency, ecological and
industrial safety”

E Energy [implementation of] “innovative technologies and solutions in the
sphere of energy efficiency and energy saving”

F Chemicals

“to match high world ecological standards of interactions with ...
environment"; [achievement of] "the level of industrial and

economical safety matching legal requirements"; [doing all the best
for] "maximum reduction of negative influence on environment”

G Mining [duty is] “matching the highest standards in the sphere of ecology”

H Energy [providing] “ecologically-clean electrical energy”

I Energy [use of] “equipment matching modern ecological standards”

J Transport “increase in ecologization and energy efficiency”

K Energy “We provide the highest standards of environmental protection,
minimize negative influence on nature”

L Chemicals “We care of soil fertility to encourage flourishing of life”

M Mining [working with care for] “environment conservation”

N Hydrocarbons “care of natural resources”

O Energy “we contribute to energy efficiency of big industrial enterprises”

Notes: * All considered mission statements are treated anonymously, i.e., these statements are not associated with
company names to avoid any violation of the real companies’ interests. The order of the companies in this table, for
this purpose, does not follow that in Table 1. ** Words given in square brackets indicate the general relevance of the
following quoted phrase (this approach is preferred to avoid providing the entire mission translation and occasional
disclosure of the company name).

Table 3. Distribution of the principal environmental topics by the considered mission statements.

Company
(See Table 2)

Industry
Environmental Topics (Interpreted on the Basis of Table 2)

Care for
Nature

Production
Ecologization

Energy
Efficiency

Ecological
Standards

A Hydrocarbons +

B Energy +

C Energy + +

D Energy + +

E Energy +

F Chemicals + + +

G Mining +

H Energy +

I Energy +

J Transport + +

K Energy + +

L Chemicals +

M Mining +

N Hydrocarbons +

O Energy +
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The evidence given above means that the top Russian companies tend to focus on different
aspects of pro-environmental behavior, although some coherence among their priorities is also clear.
Importantly, many registered notions are not too philosophical but address technological processes
and regulations, which is evidence of the ’mature’ pro-environmental thinking of national business
leaders. An important question is whether this is only rhetoric or if it amounts to real actions.
An attitude–behavior gap is common [72]. Some companies may use the globally popular theme of
ecology to enhance their image but not to solve real problems. Apparently, corporations responsible
for significant environmental pressure may use mission statements to communicate their positive
image (although this option does not seem to be too common, as mission statements are not the only
public relations tool). Although it would be hard to answer the noted question without corporate
reports on environmental performance (these reports are unavailable/closed in some if not many cases),
it is necessary to note that mission statements play several roles, and these send particular ‘signals’
to managers and staff on how they should perform. The very statement of environmental concerns
stimulates pro-environmental behavior, if so. Moreover, maintaining the image of companies through
environmental concerns is a questionable approach: they may easily attract significant attention to
what is really not done; it is hypothesized that managers of big corporations are aware of this risk.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Modern studies of Russian businesses have paid significant attention to environmental aspects.
These include economy ecologization on national [73] and regional [74] levels, waste management [75],
energy use shifts [76], and environmental information disclosure [77]. Many of these works discuss
potential and opportunities and, thus, the present study contributes to this knowledge by providing
some factual information about the current state of the environmental concerns of the leaders of the
Russian business community. The registered concerns reflect pro-environmental behavior, if it is
assumed that the priorities declared in the company missions are followed strictly. However, how is
this behavior relevant to the national climate change agenda?

Russia is both a contributor to climate change [34] and a possible victim of it [2,4]. None of the
environmental concerns name the climate change issue directly (Table 2), but the recognized topics
highlight priorities that are linked to this issue. Caring for nature reflects a kind of philosophical
treatment of the environment’s vulnerability to the anthropogenic pressure and ecological responsibility
of the business community. Such a concern is vital to make business leaders ready for climate-friendly
actions. Production ecologization means emphasizing technological adaptations to ecological needs,
including climate change-related innovations. The very purpose of energy efficiency solutions is linked
to the minimization of not only environmental but also climate change impacts of production (probably
even despite economic costs). Therefore, the attention paid to this issue by several Russian business
leaders indicates their awareness of climate change challenges and the relevant actions required. Even
if energy efficiency can be a tool of cost reduction for some companies, i.e., an economic instrument
and not an ecological one, the application of the latter still contributes to climate change mitigation.
Finally, an appreciation of ecological standards stresses the companies’ readiness to perform under
ecological regulations (these are often based on climate change concerns) established by the state or
international agreements.

It can be proposed that corporate environmental concerns expressed in the mission statements of
the top Russian companies can increase the business community’s awareness of the climate change
problem. These concerns also form a valuable basis for the future decrease in the Russian contribution
to global greenhouse gas emissions and the enhancement of adaptations to climate change in the
territory of the country. However, the available mission statements allow for the achievement of these
highly important tasks only indirectly, i.e., through some general environmental concerns; this fact
limits the efficacy of these statements in promoting climate-friendly behavior and makes reasonable
their subsequent change.
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All told, this brief, empirical analysis has three principal outcomes. First, less than 20% of the
top Russian companies include environmental priorities in their mission statements, although these
are business leaders with an outstanding influence on the national economy. Second, the analyzed
mission statements demonstrate a diversity of pro-environmental behavior that can be expected if
the companies follow their mission statements. Third, all environmental concerns of these Russian
business leaders can be linked to the climate change issue (but such links need to be realized by the
companies themselves). Generally, the results of this study provide tentative evidence of the readiness
of some Russian business leaders to exhibit pro-environmental behavior. Even if the mission statements
reflect only intentions, they seem to be important as a kind of ’information pressure’ on the entire
business community, i.e., as triggers of environmental and climate change awareness in the community.

The results of the present study allow two important practical recommendations to be made for
all Russian companies. First, attention to environmental issues should be given more actively (the
mission statements of many companies do not consider these issues). Second, the national agenda
requires direct consideration of climate change in the mission statements of companies, especially
those responsible for significant greenhouse gas emissions. The aim of the current state-level ecological
initiatives realized in the country is to strengthen the pro-environmental and climate-friendly attitudes
of companies within less than a decade. Further investigations of environmental concerns of Russian
businesses can focus on the motivations of managers responsible for strategy development. Indeed,
the environment can be considered differently (rational use of natural resources, waste management,
attempts to gain state support, better economic performance, image development, etc.). The relevant
attitudes of Russian managers can be examined via questionnaires and interviews, which require new
research project(s).
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